How to insert Shuffle into the headphones, with interchangeable
earbuds. Sweat and water resistant, not waterproof.
Turn Shuffle on before placing Shuffle onto input jack. Green light
will show on shuffle.
Pinch open Shuffle clip and slide onto headphone backbone and
jack.

Foam ear tips included for super fit.
!

To ensure the best sound quality and the security of the Shuffle
please make sure the Shuffle is fully snapped into place on the
jack. Loop should go over and around the top of the ear.
Sweat can still be an issue, make sure your fingers are dry before
touching the controls on the Shuffle.
Turn into wired headphones by using the enclosed speaker wire
with mic. The microphone is not waterproof.

!

You may get the perfect fit out of the box but you can adjust your
headphones to fit you specifically. The Eddy is formed to fit a
small head out of the box so make sure to stretch the Eddy out to
fit your head. The Eddy should not fit so tight it pulls the earbuds
from your ears.
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To make headphones fit tighter, gently pinch loop – but do not
make the bend a V to prevent damage to the backbone wire.

If you find the earbuds pop out, gently bend the section just above
the earbud in a slight crescent shape.
Comfortable enough to wear all day long.
Wear under a helmet, with a hat, with glasses or with goggles

!

We hope you enjoy your headphones as much as we do!

Please go to www.arriva.com and watch the Eddy custom
fitting video for a great fit.

Arriva Incorporated
P O Box 2814
Telluride, CO 81435

!
Utility patent pending
Designed in Telluride, Colorado
Components made in China

www.arriva.com
info@arriva.com
Any questions please contact us.

If you need to return your
headphones, please mail them to
the address to the left with some
order info and instructions to us and
REFUND written on the outside of
the package. We cannot give
refunds unless we have the
necessary order information.

Warning! Listening to music at high volumes can be very harmful to your hearing
and distract you from potentially dangerous situations. Please use responsibly.

